
   
 

   
 

Release Notes 

2.3.2 -June 2022 
✓ Fixes the check on the USB drives test on Kodiak 

✓ Fixes tarchive getting removed when updating through USB Updater on ToroMax 

✓ Fixes QA template symbols and offset positions on Kodiak 

✓ Fixes ToroMax update from 2.3.1 

✓ Fixes Ethernet state on reboot on ToroMax 

2.3.1 - May 2022 
✓ Adds backend support for notched supply offset 

✓ Updates both the Quick start and User Guides for ToroMax 

✓ Adds the ability to update Kodiak via Tarchive (on printer) and Printer Maintenance (in 

Windows) 

✓ Adds printer serial number, supply and ribbons UID to Print Analytics in Windows 

✓ Fixes large batches of prints failing on ToroMax and BroncoMax 

✓ Fixes merge prints sent from Windows 

✓ Fixes an issue where LabelForge can't print due to supply size mismatch 

✓ Fixes an issue with setting print parameters on head down 

✓ Fixes an issue in password generator 

✓ Fixes an issue where updating deletes user created databases 

✓ Fixes an issue with Windows print analytic hits not setting material information 

✓ Fixes a crash when showing unavailable printers supply choice 

✓ Fixes petro ribbon not being identified on Kodiak 

✓ Fixes a bug causing Create New button for Database Manager to not work 

2.3.0 - February 2022 
✓ Adds Symbol Creator to LabelForge Pro and Kodiak 

✓ Removes the double button on save to another file in symbol creator 

✓ Fixes Symbol Creator Save As responses. 

✓ Adds a new option for items: "fit to canvas", in the Arrange menu of label designer 

✓ Adds a "mirror" option for items, in label designer 

✓ Adds a "lock” shortcut on top taskbar in label designer 

✓ Adds snap to grid for moving items from the position widget of label designer 

✓ Removes snap to grid from JavaScript load 

✓ Makes text items highlight consistent, orange 

✓ Adds the file name in Pipe Marking Hamburger menu 

✓ Sets Legacy Label Forge and Symbol Creator load/save folder initial value 

✓ Updates loaded supply change to show on canvas and new label 

✓ Read-only symbols can no longer be edited. 

✓ Fixes transparent button not showing in label settings widget 

✓ Fixes imported labels, from Legacy Label Forge, crashing when reloaded 

✓ Fixes dark symbol background not printing 

✓ Fixes Chemical Labeling's OSHA 2x2 one diamond template 



   
 

   
 

✓ Removes Blackout Diamonds checkbox in Chemical Labeling 

✓ Adds to embedded printing the dithering methods used in windows 

✓ Adds tabbing between editable items in PDF Viewer, on printers 

✓ Adds a method to track total print mileage on system 

✓ Shows supply SKU in Supply Status Utility on supplies with shared supply ID that can be filtered 

for supported printers 

✓ Orange alert icon appears in Supply Status Utility material is below 15% instead of 5%, on 

ToroMax 

✓ Fixes Kodiak print chain such that it can ethernet print 

✓ Fixes printing in non-English language issues for Arc Flash and Chemical Labeling, on 

kodiak/ToroMax 

✓ Fixes issue with ToroMax Desktop Paste button not being enabled after some actions 

✓ Adds new touch kernel module with correct defaults, on ToroMax 

✓ Fixes gprecovery installation failure 

✓ Fixes an alert being thrown for dummy ribbon on Kodiak 

✓ Fixes some combo boxes in Print Preferences on ToroMax 

✓ Fixes narrow combo box height on Kodiak 

✓ Fixes yellow rectangles around text in NFPA when text fits, on ToroMax 

✓ Fixes noncontinuous prints smaller than the minimum print size 

✓ Fixes DuraTag noncontinuous supplies reading as DieCut, on Kodiak/ToroMax 

✓ Adds some heat entries for some materials in database 

✓ Adds application analytics hits for open, close and save 

✓ Adds "Opt out of Analytics" option in Print Preferences 

✓ Fixes Kodiak analytic hits coming in with invalid EventDatetime value 

✓ Removes restrictions on serial# format in the onboard diagnostics of ToroMax 

✓ Adds Supply SKU on a tooltip in LabelForge Pro Printer Status Monitor 

✓ Made remote printers not show as error in LabelForge Pro Printer Status Monitor 

✓ Hides supply info and + popups when module areas are clicked, on desktop 

✓ Displays the printer serial number in the printer maintenance tool for windows 

✓ If default printer is offline, or not set, an "active printer" is provided to modules, on Desktop 

✓ Fixes problems with unavailable supply or crash when desired Dura Label printer is offline on 

start, on Desktop 

✓ Adds notched supply as an option in print driver preferences, currently equivalent to black mark 

✓ Fixes links in Resources and in bottom squares of LabelForge Pro 

✓ Hides language selector on LabelForge Pro, temporarily until more language development is 

done 

✓ Fixes small print error on first print from LabelForge Pro 

✓ Fixes black mark and gap offset being processed on prints from Windows 

✓ Adds the ability to update LabelForge Pro via LFPROUpgrader, and notify the user of an update 

available. 

✓ Reports progress of LabelForge Pro install when run silently 

✓ Windows installer will now install into a version directory 

✓ Fixes LabelForge Pro Setup freezing after clicking next during installation 

✓ Adds the ability to test ethernet printing through QA Max tool 



   
 

   
 

✓ Adds the ability to unship a printer via QA Max tool 

✓ Adds QA Max tool settings for specifying update path. 

✓ Changes print row prefix for 2 color prints in driver, for compatibility with KodiakMax 

✓ Organizes release scripts in folders. 


